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tudentsOpposel
Higher Tuition
state-witle plan to gain supe fue legislative amendments tu
students from pay.
elude foreign
out-of-state
a proposed raise in
launched today on
being
is
sul
sari Jose State campus.
spearheaded by graduate stuand actively
t Francis Azimi
pported by foreign and American
includes
dents alike, the plan
ulation of petitions requesting
state legislature to reconsider
tending non-resident tuition
students.
es to cover foreign
The petition asks that "interbe mamid students either
ined from the increase in the
resident tuition fee upon their
try into California, or that they
exempted after one year of
’deism in California."
ISOMOTE GOOD WILL
azirni pointed out that such a
asure would be a contribution
the promotion of international
will and cooperation, since
foreign students in the
erican campuses might very
ii become America’s best adate overseas.
Petitions, similar to the ones
circulated among SJS stints, are receiving the same atntion at all other state college
mouses
’Since this is both a community
ject and a college project, the
titions will be sent simultanelv to Governor Brown’s office
ad the chancellor’s office," Azimi
lared.
IN SPECIAL SESSION
The bill, which calls for the nonresident tuition hike, will be acted
upon within the next 10 days, durthe special session of legislature. Sen. George Miller of Contra
riga county introduced the bill.
A booth will be set up tomorin the cafeteria so that prolaments of the amendment exculdlag foreign students from the tuition hike, will be able to sign the
petition.

34283

SPUR To Choose
Party Candidates
A series 01 interviews to determine the candidates for SPUR, stuled political organization, will
import in the wining ASH elections, was announced today by
Steve Larson, SPUR chairman.
Interviews will be held April 3
and 4 by a five-member committee, Larson announced. Students
interested in gaining SPUR supPon in the general elections should
contact Larson or Bob Pisan in
the College t ’n it ,n before Fritlay.

EFFECT OF HIRE
What the non-resident tuition
raise would mean to the 2000 forVOL 49 4411.,
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, TUESDAY, MARCH 27, 1962
No 92
eign students enrolled in the California state college system was
outlined by Azimi.
He said the bill would hike tuition for them from $255 to $360
annually.
"This could mean losing a large
percentage of the foreign students
because of the financial hardship,"
he warned.
Azimi estimated that at least
San Jose State students will be ornmendations of the recent stu- be open from 1-10 p.m., an in350 foreign students at SJS alone able to use the reserve book room dent delegation to Sacramento crease of five hours. There is no
would be affected.
of the library an additional 15 and which asked legislators for as- Change in the room’s 9 a.m.5 p.m,
a half hours a week beginning sistance in keeping the library schedule for Saturdays.
PEACE cours HERE
Monday, as a result of action open longer, of the college life
This schedule will be in effect
Supporters of the petition claim
taken yesterday by the library committee and of the library corn- until the end of the semester.
the state of California should folProfessor Harrington added that
mittee were considered before the
low the lead in establishing a committee.
Committee chairman Dr. Ed- trial schedule was adopted.
the library committee is currently
Peace Corps on the home front
ward J. Harrington, associate proOn Mondays through Thursdays studying the possibility of also
for her foreign students.
fessor of biology and science edu- the reserve book room will be extending the hours of the main
Foreign student adviser at San
cation, said after a meeting of the open until 11:30 p.m., an hour and library. Since only the library
Francisco State College, Dr. Hugh
group, that a new time-schedule a half later than at present. Li- committee has asked for such a
Baker, is following SJS’s lead in
for the reserve book room will be brary service will be available un- move, Dr. Harrington said, a stucirculating the petition among the effected on a trial basis. A care- til 11 p.m.
dent survey is being conducted to
student body.
ful check will be made of the use
On Fridays, the reserve book determine student opinions on the
Azimi said the other state col- of the room during the extended room, which normally closes at matter.
5:30 p.m., will be open until 10
leges are using the same petition period.
The new schedule will not affect p.m., an additional four and one
to register their objection to inthe main library which will con- half hours.
cluding foreign students in the tinue with its present hours.
Now open from 1-5 p.m. on Sunproposed tuition hike.
Professor Harrington said rec- days, the reserve book room will

th WAND JoL1.1(’
Racial discri lll i l lation exists in M.71111. women’s approved housing at San Jose- State according to a recent survey made by the
Santa Clara Valley Congress on Racial Equality (CORE/.
A test of 44 college. approved boarding houses known to have
vacancies was run by mixed student teams during semester break.
Twenty-three women’s approved residences were tested and 21
men’s. Brian Paddock, SJS junior and chairman of the local
CORE chapter, submitted a detailed report of the group’s find- tester sought a room and reported
ings to Dr. Stanley Benz, dean of "she showed me around . . . told
students, and asked that house- me she had two places."
holders found to be violating the
Another householder was decollege discrimination clause be scribed as very courteous by a
taken off the approved list.
Negro tester. .1 was told that
Of the 23 tested, nine women’s there was one possible vacancy
householders were found to have but the girl was still undecided.
definite discrimination according to 1 was told to check with her later."
the CORE report. In 11 other wornThe Caucasian student who fol.
en’s houses there was a difference lowed said, "The lady told me she
in the treatment of the Negro team had a vacancy in every room-4
member, stated Paddock.
total of three or four. She seemed
anxious to rent the room."
BORDERLINE (’ASES
These student comments along
Paddock called these borderline
cases because Negro applicants re- with 12 others referring to different approved houses and a sumceived evasive answers, but "we
mary of CORE’s report were subcouldn’t say there was discriminamitted to Dean Benz and other
tion."
college officials Feb. 23.
Three of the women’s houses
’NO OBJECTIONS’
tested were definitely non-discrimThe Dean has informed CORE
inatory in their treatment of the
Caucasian and Negro student. Only members that his staff has visited
one of the 21 men’s houses was all of the householders who alfound to maintain a discriminatory legedly discriminated against Negro students. "All of the housepolicy according to the report.
Students involved in the testing holders except one stated that they
Fashion counselor Mrs. Peggy on Feb. 1 followed a standardized had no objections to housing colWalter will be the guest speaker procedure, declared the CORE ored students. The one householdtonight at the joint alumna-active chairman. The CORE instructions er who did object will no longer
be on the college’s approved list."
meeting of Phi Upsilon Omicron, for student testers were:
In order to receive college aphome economics honor society. The Students should not show any
meeting is open to the public and
antagonism toward the house- proval householders must agree to
will be held at 7 in HE1.
to eagnayt eesg su l a reIty etnareoelledeesitoru-.
holders, even if they were met
Mrs. Walter conducts her own
with open prejudice or hostility. dent
fashion council for housewives in Team members should present creed or national origin,
Menlo Park. Her career in the
fairly similar statements to the
COME TO OFFICE
fashion world has included teachhouseholders regarding themDean Benz urged CORE to reing modeling and charm and
selves; the Negro students were fer to the housing office any stumodeling for Jantzen and White
to be especially courteous and dent who needs assistance in findStag.
well dressed.
ing a place to live. "Our experience
Wardrobe selection, make-up, Detailed reports of the contact
in interviewing the householders
visual poise and figure control will
dith the householder would be who were named leads us to believe
be some of the areas in which Mrs.
made by both team members that we can be most helpful if a
Walter will offer ideas and advice.
using direct quotations whenever student who needs housing comes
possible.
to the office himself seeking help,"
The CORE report included state- he declared.
ments from the testers.
"CORE’s allegations are now
Commented one Negro coed of a evaporated," Dean Benz stated.
A dt1ti13, registrar of voters, contact with an approved houseVice President William J. Dusel
sponsored by the SJS Democratic holder: ". . . pleasingly pleasant: summarized the administration’s
club, will lw in the catetetia to- . . . said that all the girls werel feeling when he declared there is
anon-oW f
10 a.m. Sc, it
staying over, then said she had Hilo information that any student
according to Fred Branstetter, two vacancies but they wereineeding housing has been discrirnDemocratic Mob president.
filled."
tinated aganet at the present
_
Five minutes later the Caucasian time."

More Reserve Book Room Hours
Approved by Library Committee

USAF Chaplain Clasby Stresses
Value of Moral Code to Leaders

"Why should I be moral?" bellowed Air Force Chaplain Col. William J. Clasby during his lecture,
"The Dynamics of Moral Leadership," yesterday to members of
AFROTC in T1155.
Chaplain Clasby developed a caricature of the non-religious answer
to a code of morals. Striding up
and down the aisles, he kept up a
running torrent of anti-moral
statements, pausing at various
times to belligerently query a surprised cadet, "Do you think I
should be moral?"
Answered one of the uniformed
listeners, "Yeah, it would sure help
you out a lot."
Chaplain Clasby continued to
take the iconoclast’s position with
retorts of "... I’ll get everything
I can ... death is the end of everything ... what’s conscience ...
why should I be moralgive me
one good reason?"
Returning to the stage, Father
Clasby quietly asked, "What do
you say to a young GI when he
has done something wrong? . .

Two S,L.,
tints received $45
tuition scholarships last week from
the San Jose State Men’s Housing
iSsn. as a result of gaining perfect
tO grade point averages for the
fall 1961 semester.
Dino Ciarlo, gradudte student in
business education, and Robert
StaSlant,senior biology student, received the awards at the associabon’s monthly banquet in the
Spartan cafeteria.
This was the second consecutive
semester that Stavn maintained a
4.0 CPA.
Association president C. C. Severance also presented certificates
or merit to Arusimo Lucido and

Harlan McDaniel. Lucid, while
earning a secondary teaching credential in business education,
maintained a 3.812 GPA last semester. lie is now a graduate student in business and industrial
management.
McDaniel, a senior physics major. earned a 3.757 average.
A house plaque was also presented to Krueger’s of 260 S. 13th
at. by the association for maintaining the highest over-all average.

Senate Hopeful
Wi,lwardSpeak Today

Dr. Harry F. Harlow, University
of Wisconsin professor of psychology, will speak on "The Effects
of Early Experience on Personal Social. Heterosexual and Maternal
Behavior in Monkeys," Friday at
8 p.m. in Concert hall.
The talk, open to students, faculty and the public, is sponsored
by the Psychology department
and the college lecture committee
in cooperation with the National
Science foundation and the American Psychology assn. There will
be no admission charge.
Professor Harlovv, a Stanford
university graduate, is a former
chief of human resources research
for the Army and was named
George Cary Comstock research
professor in 1955.
The professor is a member of
the Society of Experimental Psychologists, which awarded him the
Warren Medal in 1956.

’ ,vitt, a former southern Cali ma airplane manufacturer, was
" 1960 director
of the western
OS
area campaign for the Retherm national committee.

Men’s Less Prejudiced
Than Coed Residences

"Students will also circulate
petitions so as many SJS students
as possible may register their
opinions," Azioni asserted.

Tuition Scholarships
Won by ’A’ Students

Jarvis, Los Angeles linand Republican candidate
t hie US. senate from California,
,herluted to speak in TH55 tout 3:30 p.m.,
according to John
SJS Young Republican
ari
et.
’..ivis, in a UPI story by George
1959 SJS graduate is
’rPfl as H "self -described tough
’ervative," and was quoted as
’rng that he was not a member
ihe John Birch
society. "But
member I’ve met
a fine

Houses Discriminate CORE

Wis. Psychologist
To Probe Behavior

How do you impress upon him the
value of morals?"
"We fight ideas, not Individuals,"
lectured the veteran Air Force
chaplain.
Father Clasby pointed out two
contrasting philosophies of life. One
is built around the idea of no God
whatsoever. Life has no meaning
and when man dies, he "... goes
back to the nothingness that produced him."
With such a philosophy centered
on expediency and utilitarianism,
"men become like beasts, preying
on one another," the chaplain said.
Father Clasby stressed the im-

portance of a moral and religious
attitude when in the position of
a leader. He referred to the teachings of Aristotle, who wrote "Present yourself in good character."
"Respect the religious and moral
convictions of your men," advised
the chaplain.
Father Clasby, who received a
standing ovation at the conclusion of his lecture, told the future
Air Force officers to "... use your
headsthe whole world is at stake.
You can only drive out an idea
by putting forth a stronger, opposing idea."

An eight-hour special committee
of the San Jose State faculty unveiled a proposed constitution yesterday that would reorganize the
SJS faculty council.
The document was explained yesterday to the local chapter of the
American Association of University Professors by Dr. Gladys H.
Gilmore, associate professor of history and the special committee’s
chairman.
Dr. Gilmore’s "informal discussion" of the proposed faculty council constitution is the first of a series of presentations by committee
members to the SJS faculty organizations.
FURTHER STUDY
The proposed faculty council organization has been examined by
the SJS administration and will
soon be presented to the facultyadministration relationships committee for further study.
If adopted, the constitution
would "create an area in which the
SJS faculty and administration
could work together in the development of college policy," according to Dr. Gilmore.
The present faculty council is
an "advisory organization only," according to the SJS associate history professor.
COUNCIL ELECTED
Selection of representatives to
the faculty council based on elections within each academic department, is the second major point
of reorganization, according to Dr.
Gilmore.
Although the new constitution
would "solve the problems found in
most faculty council structures,"
it is "designed to operate completely within the existing state
college administrative system," emphasized Dr. Gilmore.
The document represents more
than a year of steady by the committee, including an examination of
constitutions and faculty councils
at all the California state colleges.
SPECIAL COMMITTEE
Besides Dr. Gilmore, the special
committee includes Dr. Burton R.

Brazil, professor of p:.litizal S27ence; Edward C. Glover, professor
of electrical engineering; Dr.
Charles Larsen, assistant professor
of mathematics, and Dr. H. Robert
Patterson, professor of bacteriology.
Other members of the special
committee are Alden H. Smith, associate professor of speech; Dr. Joseph H. Young, associate professor
of biology, and Dr. G. W. Ford,
head of the secondary education
department.
Style subcommittee for the group
are Dr. Theodore M. Norton, assistant professor of political science,
and Dr. Robert C. Gordon, associate professor of English.

F acuity Committee Proposes
N
ew Constitution for Count ii

lyke Delays Sale

Charm, Poise
Speech Topic

Voting Registrar

Prof. Tansey Offers Only Alternative
T Submission or Total Destruction
0

"Mass exertion of agony in willing that nuclear war shall not happen," was the only alternative to
submission offered by Dr. Richard
Tansey, professor of art, when he
spoke at the first meeting of the
Student Peace union yesterday
afternoon. His subject was "What
Price Peace?"
"Nuclear vvar can have no aim
but death," he said. "Survival is
not in the picture."
Professor Tansey said that both
the Soviet and American powers
believe there will be survival of
civilization in the event of nuclear
war. Such survivors would necessarily revert to the level of predatory animals, however, and the
whole of "art if actual civilization"
would be sacrificed, he predicted.

The spring 1962 issue of Lyke,
the SJS feature magazine, has been
delayed because of the need to appropriate more funds.
Editor Jay Thorwaldson announced that the issue would go
on sale Monday instead of WednesGEARS OF TODAY
day, as previously scheduled.
"Our civilization is a continuum
The issue will include an interobjects. services
view and picture story of a well- of instruments,
known celebrity in the music and traditions on which we survive. We are geared to garbage
world.

collection, sewage disposal and the
fact that the salt and pepper will
be there."
Professor Tansey illustrated how
defeated nations in previous wars
survived with the aid of other
countries, but stated the impossibility of aid following nuclear
war.
In showing the unlimited aspect
of eventual nuclear war, Professor
Tansey noted how wars through
the 19th century were "instruments of state policy or limited
things used when diplomacy
! breaks down." Nuclear war is
aimed at death of both individuals
and societies, he added.
"It isn’t ’either them or us’ anymore," he said. "It’s ’neither them
nor us,’ which is much more sophisticated and appalling."
Logically and legally, the ex-

in anxi,t. faced with a delicate
balance of negotiation between
world powers. "The man in the
street indulges in hopes, hate or
fear."
PROTESTANTS OF WAR
While opposed to unilateral action, Professor Tansey suggested
that individuals make themselves
protestants-against nuclear war.
He conceded the possible futlity
of protesting what he called "an
Impossible situation." but suggested protest as an alternative to
despair.
"Nuclear war is a logical, ethical
and esthet ic a I contradiction.
Americans have come to accept
our own criminality and that of
our enemy We don’t deny them
or ourselves the right to extermination of others."
Professor Tansey warned of the
existence of "provocateurs, misguided men on both sides, who
view the world situation as ose
of opportunity and look for the
survival of a few to create a new
world."

world wire

RUSK. GROMYKO HAVE ’USEFUL TALK’
GENEVA (UPI) Secretary of State Dean Rusk conferred for
almost four hours with Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko
yesterday without winning any concessions on Berlin. But Grornyko
promised further talks. "I think we can agree we talked about matters
of mutual interest including Berlin," Rusk said drily.
FRENCHMEN FIGHT FRENCHMEN
ALGIERS, Algeria 11.1Pli- Frenchmen fought Frenchmen yesterday as troops crushed a demonstration against the Algerian peace
arrangement with gunfire. The riot followed a government announcement that Gen. FAlmond Jouhatel, No. 2 leader of the outlawed Secret
Army Organization had been arrested.
FRONDIZI FORMS NEW CABINET
BUENOS AIRES (UPDPresiclent Arturo Fronclizi successfully
formed a new cabinet yesterday and promptly swore it into office
in a ceremony at the Casa Rosetta government house. There was no
immediate indication of whether the makeup of the cabinet would
satisfy the military leaders who have been demanding fundamental
changes in government policy.

DR. RICHARD TANSEY
. . . protests nuclear war
istence of nuclear war
tion, abomination and
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An Open Letter

64.

Dr. Cresap Clarifies
Quote from Letter

International students at San Jo- , t -tat, arc lacing dilemma. One-half of them ma% not he able to return to the college
next year if senate bill 7Xo. 6. which raises out-of-state tuition
from $255 to $361) per vear, is approved.
International students play a very vital role at SJS. They
represent the essence of a college ethical’ --the acknowledgement and understanding of other cultures and peoples. They
bring with them traces of history front all over the world.
To avoid the catastrophe which would occur at the college
I students were eliminated
t of the internat.
if a large
for financial reasons, Francis Azimi, student from Iran, has initiated an open letter to the governor. Azimi hopes to obtain as
many Spartan signatures as possible on this letter and, through
this vehicle, show the governor and legislature just how valuable
the international student is to the American student -as a friend
and as a cultural asset.
Students wishing to support the "retain international students" cause may sign the open letter at a booth in front of the
college cafeteria today-.
Action will be taken only when a need is apparent. If the’
governor and legislature are made aware of our need to retain
international students here, our need will be examined and, more
than likely. satisfied.
Bead the letter. Sion it!

Editor:
The item in Fridays Spartan
Daily beginning, "Democracy.
Brazilian style, is no good. I’m
hoping for a dictator," was
written in such a way as to imply that the quotation expresses
my opinion. It does not.
The quotation is from a letter
from a Brazilian friend. Be
wants a dictator, not I. As wits
made clear to those who attended the political science seminar
reported in the news story, the

letter was read to illustrate the
temper of unrest in Brazil.
Dean H. C’resisp
Professor ot Political Science..

Writer Disagrees
With Browning

r
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PHARMACEUTICAL
SALESMAN

Odetta, Roger Williams
And ’Satchmo’ This Week

UNUSUAL
OPPORTUNITY
FOR RIGHT MAN

Three nig names in the entertainment world will throw San
Jose’s civic auditorium into a
whirl this weekend by appearing
three nights in a row with individual performances.
Odetta, American folk singer
of ever-increasing ’,polarity,
will bring her blues. worksongs

Openings available at once due to
expansion program.
INTERNATIONALLY FAMOUS
PHARMACEUTICAL MANUFACTURER
OFFERS THE FOLLOWING TO
QUALIFIED INDIVIDUALS:
l. Substantial starting salary with frequent increases

based on merit.
2. Liberal bonuses based on ability and initiative.
3. Automobi.e furnished, expenses paid.
=4. Free hospitalization and surgical benefits for your
entire family.
= 5. Free life and accident insurance policies.
=6. Excellent retirement plan.
=7. Thorough training program both in the field and plant
while receiving full salary and expenses.
=FL Unusual opportunity for advancement to man with
capacity for leadership.
If you can meet the following qualifications and are interested in a career and not just a job, write to us giving
complete information regarding education and experience.
A confidential interview will be arranged.
_=I. Age over 22.
Deg. preferred in business administration or the sciences. Min. 3 years college.
=3. Highly motivated.
=4. Successful sales experience preferred.
The men selected for these positions will call on top flight
physicians, hospitals and druggists.
Send replies to
Vernon R. Rutlen, 360 Town & Country Village,
San Jose 28, California

SALE

Tiii;siand Parry
T111.9.-".

LITTLE MAN SN CAMPUS

Big Auto
Insurance Savings Announced

Women and married men over
21 1711 less Six dividend. or rust
of $65 (based on current 17 per
cite dividend). Single men undr
25 $252 leis $43 dividend. or a net
cf $20.
Si0/20.000 Iodily Icier" Liability: $5,000
Property Doi/Saab 411d $500 Medical
Peyrnnts. Other COViltrag., at corn.
Parable savings. Payments cn be
twic or four times
med
year Cell or write for full info,
motion to Georg Put. Corupbil
SIA Mania Avenue. Su nnyvI
Eqent 9.1741 (day & nitei

POSITIVELY THE

LOWEST
GAS PRICES
IN TOWN
SAHARA OIL CO.
Second and William

#6941t Week!

Biatlfitelig ART PRINTS

from .98

Choose from old and
modern masters, landscapes,
seascapes, abstracts, portraits,
Japanese panels

and lullabies to civic auditorium
Thursday.
Accompanying herself on a
massive guitar, Odetta’s singing
style has been associated with
that of Bessie Smith.
Pianist Roger Williams, whose
recording of "Autumn Leaves"
became an all-time hit, will take
the spotlight Friday.
Louis "Satchmo" Armstrong
and his All-Stars will top off
the weekend Saturday night
when they appear with the
band’s newest singer, Jewel
Brown.
The appearance of the famed
trumpeter is sponsored by the
SJS Alumni assn.
All performances take place
at 8:30 p.m. in civic auditorium,
Market and San Carlos sts.
Tickets to the Odetta and
Roger Williams shows may be
obtained at Wendell Watkins
Management, Sherman Clay, 89
S. First at., from 10:30 a.m.5:30 p.m. daily except Sunday.
They are also available at the
Peninsula box office. Town and
Country Village, Palo Alto.
Tickets to the folk singer’s
performance are $3.75. $3.50, $3
and $2, while admissions to the
pianist’s show are $4, $3.50, $3,
$2.50 and $1.95.
Admission to Armstrong’s concert is $4, $3.50, $3 and $2.50.
Tickets are available at the SJS
Alumni office, building K on
campus, and at the San Jose box
office. Ste. Claire hotel. Market
and San Carlos sts.

Art Sale Totals
S406 for Students
Art students drew in a total
ol $406 in personal profits during the art show and sale sponsored earlier this month by the
San Jose Junior Women’s club.
Total pioceeds from ticket
sales, $267.50, will be added to

a student art scholarship fund
initiated by the club two years
ago.

As Edward Browning. in his
letter printed in the March 21
Thrust and Parry, stated, "We
should accept the members of
the Communist party for what
they are-sincere and dedicated
human beings whose sole purpose is the betterment of mankind."
Mr. Browning, was it sincere
human beings bettering mankind when, during the Hungarian
uprisings of 1957, the Communists ordered a bloodY, murderous suppression of those people?
Are the millions upon millions
of Chinese starving to death the
result of many years of concerted Communist effort toward the
betterment of those people and
their country? Flow does it better mankind when the Communists are more obsessed with
the gobbling up of peoples and
lands to feed their own insatiable appetites for ruthless power, than the feeding of the
starving millions already under
their domination? Why are human beings solely interested in
bettering mankind keeping 40
million people in slave labor
camps? Are sincere and dedicated human beings dividing the
German people with barbed wire
and cement blocks? How do sincere and dedicated human beings
better mankind when they issue
orders to shoot -in-the-back those

-Spartan 2)aify
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people wanting to lease their
"bettered" land? How can a
sincere and dedicated human being by the name of N. Khrushchev (whose sole purpose is to
better mankind I possibly want
to bury 180 million Americans,
including you, Mr. Browning?
Your naivete is most appalling!
David M. Price
AND A10152
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’Sincere, Dedicated
But Hardly Human’

25 gal.

Editor:
In his letter of March 21, Edward Browning tells us that
from a standpoint of mental
health, we should "accept Communists for what they are."
This is an admirable idea; but.
at this point, he seems to depart from reality and comes to
the fantastic conclusion that
Communists are "sincere and
dedicated human beings whose
sole purpose is the betterment
of mankind"
I would take issue with that
warped statement. Communists
are indeed "sincere apd dedicated," but "human"? Hardly. Ask
the enslaved peoples of eastern
Europe about communism and
humanity. Are Communists concerned with "the betterment of
mankind"? I challenge Mr.
Browning to show me one nation whose people have been
made better by communism.
Does a police state better mankind? I wonder what Mr.

of Gas

FREE
Every Week
SJSC Students
Only
5 Five -Gal, Prizes
No Purchase Necessary
With Presentation of
SJSC Student Body
Card.

Browning thinks.

No, Browning, I wonl accept
what you say until I see you
pin a "peace" button on the
father or mother of one of those
fallen Hungarian freedom fighters. Do this. and I shall fall on
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lAsigali Noel scorches the screen as
SEX POT lit French)
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What touches off the vicious vacation riots in resort
towns from coast to coast? What madness causes
the drunkenness, open immorality, violent battles
with police? What sudden mob impulse can motivate a crowd of 30,000 educated young men and
women into a rampage of destruction? Perhaps it’s
a new way to "let off steam" ... a savage kind of
self-expression. But why are so many college
students -presumably the nation’s most "adult"
and sophisticated young people -involved? Why
do they knowingly risk their futures, even their
lives for a few hours of wild abandon? In the new
April McCall’s, don’t miss the unbelievable, yet
true, report on the spread of this insane activity...
the terrible price you may have to pay if you’re
involved ... and how you can help stop the insanity.
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Independents Enter Playoffs Frosh Track
Today; Eight Teams Scrap Records Fall
In Cal Meet

44111 square off today ,jeets meet the Hustlers at 9:30 in
the first round of other playoff action.
and tonight in
Gus Anderson of the A league
the tinier-ancient league’s playoffs
team will face the 1Sheiks wound up top man on the
San Jose State’s freshman trackto decide what
fraternity league champion for the Independent league scoring totem sters didn’t have as tough a meet
ipole, as he potted 102 points in with the California freshmen as
a -college charnpiorishIPIsis games, to edge out Howie Rita - was expected. They easily defeated
and
second,
seeded in the first,
wawa of the B league Rumrunneis, the Cubs 81-50.
tournament
third positions for the
who scored an even 100.
The Spartababes set two new
Gridthe
Other top scorers on the inde- school froth records and lost a
are the Beachcombers,
the Sheiks, all pendent, league
and
s.
were: Jon Winding, third because it was a non-winning
trottei
face!
Newman bides No. 1, 97; Bill Mal- time.
the A league. They
the Saints, and; len, Hustlers, 98;
Rumrunners,
Jack Baker, InRoger Werne broke the issue
the
of last night’s New- dependents, 93; Buzz Keivman, vault record for the
the winner
second neck
Nites No. 1 -Lambda Delta !Hustlers, 87; and Sam Lindsay. In a row when he vaulted 14-4,4
first
The
respectively.
Lad Manor, 82.
signa sante,
to break the 14 foot record he
above mentioned will
had set the week before.
two of the
Werne actually cleared 14-6 but
meet at 8:30 p.m. The Sheiks will
CHICAGO tUPII- --Judge Kene- ! his height was disallowed when
II p.m. The Ventura Re’saw Mountain Landis. baseball’s the wind blew his pole under the
itilia11111111111MIIIIIIMI11111111111IIM first commissioner,
died on Nov.1 bar.
; Mike Gibeau broke his own sts,.
- o. Pill
=
!mark with A 1:52.6. Gibeau is sw,
ting near the national freshm,
Double Edge Razor Blades
record of 1:49.9 held hy Bobby Se.,
Finest Surgicel Steel, honed in oil.
man of UCLA.
Full money back guarantee. 25-30a,
The freshman Mile relay tPani
100-85c. 200.81.50, 500-81.30. 1000.
f Toni Grattan,
$5.75. Postpaid. Pecked 5 blades to
Larry
package, 20 packages to carton.
Le Fall, and Dwight Nliddleton
C.O.D. orders accepted. Postcard
turned in a faster time than the
brings general merchandise cafe.
school freshman record but lost
’Buy One Delicious 24c
the record when (’Ill’s team
TAYLOR PRODUCTS CO.
Burger and Get a
Il Osterlook Rd., Chatham, N.J.
nipped them by four-tenths of a
Second One for a
second. The losing Haw was
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Money and permission has been! championships but now must csit
allotted the Spartan swimmers to one man from his list.
send a four-man team to thel O’Neill will run a swim -off to.
NCAA championships at Ohio state day at 2:30 p.m. to decide on his
next Thursday through Saturday.! four-man team. The five men on
Coach Tom O’Neill had original-Ithe original list are Bob Wegman.
ly planned to ,end five men to the Phil Whitten, Bill iiird, Dave Coy.
----- bet and Steve Skold.
The medley relay team of Wegman, Hird, Whitten and Cornet
M
’has pasted a 3:48.6 clocking for
the fastest time this year west of
the Mississippi. This time would
have placed’ the team fifth in last
year’s NCAA meet.
In State Meet

kdt
’nosn-wwwwwwAs

BURGERS*1

SAVE

A 48c Value for
only 29c.

Middleton turned in a terrific
.17.1 relay lap to pace the fresh. He
also ran in the 220 around thei
,inve to place second to Lloyd’
Murad with a 21.5 clocking. Murad
was timed at 21.4.
Murad and Middleton ran onetwo in the 100 with elockings of
1.7 and 9.8, respectively.
The Spartababes swept the low
and high hurdles. Bob Taylor was
a double winner, taking the highs
with a time of 14.8 and the lows in
24.0.
Doug Smith ran second to Taylor in both nos’s. He was timed
at 15.5 in the highs and 24.6 in
the lows.
Danny Murphy was a double
winner for the Spartababes, winning the mile with a 4:19 timing
and taking the two-mile with a
9:55.3 despite blisters on his feet
going into the race.

154 VW .. $699
TODAY& WED. = ’58 VW.. $1199
ONLY
’60 SPRITE .$999
’60 Monza $1899
’61 IMP.. $2999
SF FAA N

HOLIDAY

EARL WILLIAMS
MOTORS

Fast Serv Foods
locress from

new library I

ICLASS OF

Oil

1199 SO. FIRST STREET
CY 2-7587

4th and San Fernando
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BILL WERT CHEVRON
C4R01/
supREm.

7th and KEYES

SJS Nine Battles
USF Today; Splits
Weekend Contests

I Block Nor’’, of SPARTAN CITY

64SOZ,41

&Heeldaftly

located

LUBRICATION -MOTOR TUNEUP
WHEEL BALANCING -BRAKE SERVICE
TIRES -BATTERIES -AUTO ACCESSORIES
Discount to Students on Brake Work

After splitting or,, games nom*
t he weekend the Spartan baseball’is will journey to the University
1111111111IIIIIIIIIII11111111111111111111111110111111I11111111111111111111111111111111111101L:
’*iti Francisco today for a 1 p.m.

JUNE GRADS

Friday night the Spartans
dropped a 3-1 game to San Fran= ciseo’s Gators, and then came back
= Saturday afternoon to defeat CasAccounting, Business, Liberal Arts,
tle Air Force base 12-5.
Social Science, Criminology
The freshman nine dropped its
Women
Men and
game with the University of
E C’alifornia fresh 18-8.
E.
The Nosh meet Del Mar high
INTERNAL REVENUE
school today at 3 p.m. at the SparSERVICE
tan diamond.
Tomorrow the varsity will travel
-1:
/1.15 openings for trainees in the Federal Career Service at
In Cal Poly to play a doubleheader
Stn Francisco and other Northern California locations.
:it 7 p.m.
F..The frosh will go. against the
Santa Clara fresh tomorrow at 7
Interviews at the Placement Office
F. p.m. at Washington park.
March 28, 1962
Probable starting lineup for
E
Inaltiliiiiiiiillitlinallitlintitilli111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII111111111111111fi rid NO tomorrow wm tme: 1,yI nyin Ashley catching, Rill LOCI, tello at first, ’Jim Harper at
’ second, Ted Shugar at short and
Wayne Maples at third.
The trash will fare tough pitching from the Bronco (rash tomorrow in Nelson Wiles, who struck
out 31 men 404 innings in hWI!
school. and Leo Ruth jr. from Bellarmine.
(SJSC Yearbook)
?

E

Only 41 school days*
left to buy LaTorre!

Greeks
Sports
Independents
Queens
Personalities
with more color than ever before.
A complete history of Campus life
tor 1962.

$6

purchaseth
t
LYoua. acrar en a

eStudent
Affairs Business Office

TH 16

*Until delivery dote on Campus

141114 a 50.1
in the 100 ret-s1
time. Skold can swim in both the
freestyle and the butteifly almost
as fast as the record holders.
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Judo Tea
Bags Second

5c

TIES
ON OIL
ES

Mermen To Compete at Ohio St.
In U.S. Collegiate Championships

Landis

Nickel
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MIKE GIBEAU sets a new SJS

freshman’ record of 1:52.6 for
the 880 in Saturday’s track Meet
at Berkeley. Gibeau had shared
the old mark of 1:53.9 with
Thelno Knowles. Knowles set the
mark originally in 1942 and Gibeau equalled it March 3.

The Spartan judo team went to
. the finals of the California state
judo championships before being
defeated 27-5 by San Francisco
judo institute Saturday in Spartan
gym.
Coach Yosh Uchida’s team will
!go to Colorado Springs. Saturday.
for the Intercollegiate championships held at the Air Force arad-

j

ohnny 1.0t7. Wins
Week end Tourrey
Witmar; tournapinms is her_;inning to be second nature to Johnny Lotz.
Sunday the 20-year-old Spartan
golfer brought home his second
trophy in as many weekends, as
he won the Blossom Festival championship on the La Rinconada
country club course with a 36hole total of 134 strokes. He won
the Alameda Commuters tournament for the third time last weekend.
John’s Blossom Festival score
tied the tournament record set
in 1953 by Tal Smith and Frank
Zack.
He shot a 66 Saturday, but
competition was still tight going
into Sunday’s action. It wasn’t
John scored nine straight pars /in
the front nine, and birdied the 10t h.
He lost his one up score on the
13th bucket, but gained it back
on the 15th and added another on
the 17th.
John won the Northern California Amateur, the Northern California Intercollegiate. and Santa
Clara county championships last
year. This was his first Blossom
Festival victory in two tries.

Spartan Gymnast
Wins Rope Climb

emy.

First in
0 formal wear
si r ce 1906

O’Neill will double his men 41
individual events as well as in the
relay.
Wegman has posted a 2:04.1 time
in the backstoke, a school record.
and the fifth best time in the nation this year.
Hird has posted a 2:11.2 clocking in the 200 butterfly. also a
school record
Whitten holds the school record
in the 200 breaststroke with a
2:28.5 timing.
C trh,-1 !sod,
s
11

The Spartan A team started ’
the evening by lwating the
venally of California 10-0. Then,
in the semi-finals, they defeatist
the San ’lime Buddhists 17-2.
The San Francisco team beat
Cahill judo club 37-0 in its first
match. In the semi-finals, it had
a tough time with the SJS B:
team. finally winning 30-17.
In the finals, San Francisco took !
the first points when William Paul!
defeated Sanford Alcorn of the
Spartans on a half-point win.
Larry Stuefloten of SJS held
Pete Van Hester in a draw.
Warren Minand tallied San
Jose’s only points when he won
a decision front San Fraineiseo’s
Kuni Shibe,
The San Francisco team clinched
the title when Greg Born threw
Dave Sawyer to put the San Francisco team ahead 17-5.
In the final match, Jim Jacobs
threw the Spartans’ Lee Parr tol
tally the final 10 points for San
Francisco.

PRAM

SALES- RENTALS
IN SAN JOSE

75 SOUTH 2ND
CY 4-2322
Open ThurLday unfit 8 30 p.m

SAN FRANCISCO OAKLAND
SACRAMENTO
BERKELEY
SAN JOSE
SAN MATEO PALO ALTO

REDUCED PRICES
\

DAYSTROMMEATH
0,114

AND

STEREO HI-F! KITS
Do-It-Yourself Headquarters

United Radio and T.V. Supply Co.
1425 W. SAN CARLOS

CY 8-1212
"A whistle -

a wink -and Wildroot
gets her every time"

Nefmen
Whip Dons. 7-2
Spartan

Gordon Stroud scored a 1-6, 6-4.
6-4 comeback victory a.s the San
Jose State tennis team won its
fifth match of the season Fridas,
beating the University of San
Francisco 7-2.
The Spartans lest one singles:
and one doubles match, but neither
without a struggle. Lee Junta felll
8-6, 6-1, and Stroud and Bob Burton lost to Sison and Bill Eavis,

Stinson Judah. Russ Wright, Bob
iSlike (Alcor.) took a hid ’1a" j Adams. and Burton all won their
and Ron Dare a third as the San!,
inatihi-, in two sen,
Jose State gymnastics team closed
out. its 1962 season placing fifth
in the State College eluunpionshili,
at Long Beach state last weekend
Lucero won the side horse 14,171
petition and Dare was clocked :it
4.7 seconds for a third place in
the rope climb. Ed Hoffman tied
for fourth phwe in the paralIcI
NU’S.
Is Not Located at
Other Spartans competing wei,
78 So. I st St.
Frank Johnson, free exervise all’
But Can Be Found at
tumbling; Charles Allen, tramp..
line, and Dan Landers, rope (tin],
And

clops,

We
Made a
Boo -Boo!

YAGER & SILVA
78 So. 4th St.

POWER -KNIT..

Frosh Lose Meet

I .5

! ’
I
.’I

New
Tube -Formula
Wildroor
? Really Works!

San Jose State’s freshman mint
iners completed their 1962 seas.,
with a 54-41 lass to Sunnyvah
ligh school Saturday. Nick Schoenmann turned in a no in the 100
free and a 414.4 in a lap of the free:13’11. relay.
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NEW
NEW
NEW

quick-dissohing tube formula works lastcr and
cleaner than ever.
non-greasy tube formula actually disappears in
your hair, leases no white residue on your comb.

long-lasting tube formula keeps your hair in place.
Maybe your girl will muss up your hair, hut not
much else will. Oise new tube-formula Wildroot
a try. You’ll like it!
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Thrust -and Parry

An Open Letter

Clarifies
Quote from Letter

Dr. Cresap
dilemma. One-half of them mas not he able to return to the college
next year if senate bill No. 6. which raises out-of-state tuition
from $255 to $360 per sear. is approved.
International students play a very s ital role at SJS. They
represent the essence of a college education --the acknowledgelerstanding of other cultures and peoples. They
ment and
bring with them traces of history from all over the world.
To avoid the catastrophe which would occur at the college
t of the international students were eliminated
if a large a
for financial reasons. Francis Azimi, student from Iran, has inihopes to obtain as
tiated an open letter to the governor. Amany Spartan signatures as possible on this letter and, through
this vehicle, show the governor and legislature just how valuable
the international student is to the American studentas a friend
and as a cultural asset.
Students wishing to support the "retain international students" cause may sign the open letter at a booth in front of the
college cafeteria today.
Action will be taken only when a need is apparent. If the’
gosernor and legislature are made aware of our need to retain
international students here, our need will be examined and, more
than likely. satisfied.
1:.P.
Read the letter. Sign it!
arc laullig a

"’an

IIlief-n:1601A

Editor:
The item in Friday’s Spartan
Daily beginning, -Democracy,
Brazilian style, is no good. I’m
hoping for a dictator," was
written in such a way as to imply that the quotation expresses
my opinion. It does not.
The quotation is from a letter
from a Brazilian friend. lie
wants a dictator, not I. As was
made clear to those who attended the political science seminar
reported in the news story, the
letter was read to illustrate the
temper of unrest in Brazil.
Dean K. Cresap
Protrssor of Political Science

Writer Disagrees

r

fie6r,

LET ME .EAY THAT
APPRECIATE THE FACT THAT M061Of YOU CAN /AANAGg TO MAKE This o=cLoc.g CI-A55,a

PHARMACEUTICAL
SALESMAN

Odetta, Roger Williams
And ’Satchmo’ This Week

UNUSUAL
OPPORTUNITY
FOR RIGHT MAN
Openings

available at once due

to

expansion program.
INTERNATIONALLY FAMOUS
PHARMACEUTICAL MANUFACTURER
OFFERS THE FOLLOWING TO
QUALIFIED INDIVIDUALS:
=2.
-73.
-_-4.
=5.
=6.
1.
=8.

Substantial starting salary with frequent increases
based on merit.
Liberal bonuses based on ability and initiative.
Automobile furnished, expenses paid.
Free hospitalization and surgical benefits for your
entire family.
Free life and accident insurance policies.
Excellent retirement plan.
Thorough training program both in the field and plant
while receiving full salary and expenses.
Unusual opportunity for advancement to man with
capacity for leadership.

TZueu Dig names in the entertainment world will throw San
Jose’s civic auditorium into a
whirl this weekend by appearing
three nights in a row with individual performances.
Odetta, American folk singer
of ever-increasing p9pularity,
will bring her blues. worksongs

Big Auto
Insurance Savings Announced
Worn.., and married men onr
$13 dividend. or net
21: 5711
or 545 (based on current 17 per
cent dividend). 51n9le men under
25 5252 ins $43 dividend. or a net
01 s201.
swim’s !tacitly Injury Liability: 55.000
Property Damage and $600 Medical
Payments. 0th., coverages at corn.
parable savings. Payments can be
mad once. twice or four times a
Y.,. Call or write for full info,
mein. to George M. Camobii
gee 1.1o1e Avenue. Sunrorville
Hoene 1.1741 way S nits)

If you can meet the following qualifications and are interested in a career and not just a job, write to us giving
complete information regarding education and experience.
A confidential interview will be arranged.

POSITIVELY THE

I. Age over 22.
=2. Deg. preferred in business administration or the sciences. Min. 3 years college.
3. Highly motivated.
=4. Successful sales experience preferred.

LOWEST
GAS PRICES
IN TOWN

The men selected for these positions will call on top flight
physicians, hospitals and druggists.
Send replies to
Vernon R. Rutlen, 360 lown & Country Village,
San Jose 28. California

t111U k ()IL CO.
Second and William

SALE Ja4t Week!
tailt’StIAS ART PRINTS
Choose from old and

011(1

1, CR le at1(111,,F111111

Thursday.
Accompanying herself on a
massive guitar, Odetta’s singing
style has been associated with
that of Bessie Smith.
Pianist Roger Williams, whose
recording of "Autumn Leaves"
became an all-time hit, will take
the spotlight Friday.
Louis "Satchmo" Armstrong
and his All-Stars will top off
the weekend Saturday night
when they appear with the
band’s newest singer, Jewel
Brown.
The appearance of the famed
trumpeter is sponsored by the
SJS Alumni assn.
All performances take place
at 8:30 p.m. in civic auditorium,
Market and San Carlos sts.
Tickets to the Odetta and
Roger Williams shows may be
obtained at Wendell Watkins
Management, Sherman Clay, 89
S. First at., from 10:30 a.m.5:30 p.m. daily except Sunday.
They are also available at the
Peninsula box office, Town and
Country Village, Palo Alto.
Tickets to the folk singer’s
performance are $3.75. $3.50, $3
and $2, while admissions to the
pianist’s show are $4, $3.50, $3,
$2.50 and $1.95.
Admission to Armstrong’s concert is $4, $3.50, $3 and $2.50.
Tickets are available at the SJS
Alumni office, building K on
campus, and at the San Jose box
office, Ste. Claire hotel, Market
and San Carlos sts.

Art Sale Totals
S406 for Students
Art students drew in a total
of $406 in personal profits during the art show and sale sponsored earlier this month by the
San Jose Junior Women’s club.
Total proceeds from ticket
sales. $267.50, will he added to
a student art scholarship fund
initiated by the club two years
ag,,

Modern masters, landscapes,
seascapes, abstracts, portraits,
Japanese panels

With Browning
Editor:
As Edward Browning, in his
letter printed in the March 21
Thrust and Parry, stated, "We
should accept the members of
the Communist party for what
they aresincere and dedicated
human beings whose sole purpose is the betterment of mankind."
Mr. Browning, was it sincere
human beings bettering mankind when, during the Hungarian
uprisings of 1957, the Communists ordered a bloodY, murderous suppression of those people?
Are the millions upon millions
of Chinese starving to death the
result of many years of concerted Communist effort toward the
betterment of those people and
their country? How does it better mankind when the Communists are more obsessed with
the gobbling up of peoples and
lands to feed their own insatiable appetites for ruthless power, than the feeding of the
starving millions already under
their domination? Why are human beings solely interested in
bettering mankind keeping 40
million people in slave labor
camps? Are sincere and dedicated human beings dividing the
German people with barbed wire
and cement blocks? How do sincere and dedicated human beings
better mankind when they issue
orders to shoot -in-the-back those

...S2parlatt

2’at4?
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people wanting to lease their
"bettered" land? How can a
sincere and dedicated human being by the name of N. Khrushchev (whose sole purpose is to
better mankind I possibly want
to bury 180 million Americans,
including you, Mr. Browning?
Your naivete is most appalling!
David M. Price
AND A101:4

’Sincere, Dedicated
But Hardly Human’
FAIllor:
In his letter of March 21, Edward Browning tells us that
from a standpoint of mental
health, we should "accept CornmunLsts for what they are."
This is an admirable idea; but
at this point, he seems to depart from reality and comes to
the fantastic conclusion that
Communists are "sincere and
dedicated human beings whose
sole purpose is the betterment
of mankind."
I would take issue with that
warped statement. Communists
are indeed "sincere apd dedicated," but "human"? Hardly. Ask
the enslaved peoples of eastern
Europe about communism and
humanity. Are Communists concerned with "the betterment of
mankind"? I challenge Mr.
Browning to show me one nation whose people have been
made better by communism
Does a police state better mankind? I wonder what Mr
Browning thinks.
No, Browning, I wonl accept
what you say until I see you
pin a "peace" button on the
father or mother of one of those
fallen Hungarian freedom fighters. Do this, and I shall fall on
TONIGHT

in) knees before Lora R
altar, and I shall sign
of Mark Sheehativ
class:
til then, I shall
continue
all I can to tight
ronm
becau.se it is Is siei(sis
acy to enslave mankind.
Richard I..
Sutter
ASH A5233

25 gal,
of Gas

FREE
Every Week
to
SJSC Students
Only
5 Five-Gal. Prizes
No Purchase Necessary
With Presentation of
SJSC Student Body
Card.
Last week’s winners are:
080016 080019
080021
030022
and 080024

ENTERTAINMENT

How can you loose?

DANCING
AWFUL-AWFUL

$1,000 CASH

mile south of as fekrer,m,1

ALSO: Chances on

7:4

Every Month.

_
* 21c CIGARETTES
* DISCOUNT ON OIL
and BATTERIES
For All Your Music
Requirements Make
DE ANGELO’S
the Place to Go
PIANOS, STEREO, RECORDS &
COMPLETE SHEET MUSIC DEPT.
BAND INSTRUMENTS
Open Till 7 P.M.
Monday - Thru - Saturday
BOA kamericard
First National Charge

* ALL CREDIT CARDS
HONORED
* BLUE CHIP STAMPS

FAIRCHILD
MOHAWK
STATION

Ae Aldo
MuJic

935 So, First Street
(Next to Safeway,

1518 E. SANTA CLARA
CL 1-2446

96Afiii8/100 814TI
CY 4 -5544
GA
400 South
Noel scorches
SEX POT (in

Megeli

THE

First

the screen
French)

as

EXCITING! SENSUOUS’
Also -LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS

Alma 8 Almaden
JOURNEY TO THE 7TH PLANET
GUNS OF THE BLACK WITCH
and

VISIT TO ANOTHER PLANET
with Jr.

7TOWNE cY
3060

TROPICAIRE

1433 The Alemeda
Mounted on heavy hoard, covered with protecthe varnish
save the cost of custom finishing

WINNER CANNES FESTIVAL
ACADEMY AWARD NOMINI

IN THE

Eye-catching additions to any home es office, will add
stunning flair to dAmerattog

vpCATI0M

Magnificent four-to-six color fine art reproductions, most
larger than this entire page

a.

11x16.inch sae

1.95

laile.onch sue

2.1ls

12x16.inch she

1.95

20,24 -inch sine

3.15

2.45

24.30-inch lies

3.75

16120.inch site

MVP.

Sop

./vv

2.65

What touches off the vicious vacation riots in resort
towns from coast to coast? What madness causes
the drunkenness, open immorality, violent battles
with police? What sudden mob impulse can motivate a crowd of 30,000 educated young men and
women into a rampage of destruction? Perhaps it’s
a new way to "let off steam" ... a savage kind of
self-expression. But why are so many college
ntudentaprenumably the nation’s most "adult"
and sophisticated young peopleinvolved? Why
do they knowingly risk their futures, even their
liven for a few hours of wild abandon? In the new
April McCall’s, don’t miss the unbelievable, yet
true, report on the spread of this insane activity ...
the terrible price you may have to pay if you’re
involved ... and how you can help stop the insanity.

Ipren
a
ih1
-

"RIGHT ON CAMPUS"

McCall’s
NOW ON SALE AT ALL NEWSSTANDS

casts nein at

North Screen
"THE COACH"
"MALAGA"
SOUTH SCREEN
FLOWER DRUM SONG
THE IN

THE TRUMPET
with Rfael Mendez

1111,111

ARATOGA 12.16
-AKESPEARE s .AmORTAL WORK
JULIUS CAESAR
- It, James Mf011. Marlon Brndo.
Louis CnIhen end (v.., G.,^^

A FOX WEST COAST TN

s4031.19H:NOnER;;;Er tdMwhoE:NirrsC:11
APOCALYPSE
Starring
LLE

ERE

WILLIAM HOLDEN CLIFTON WEBB

SATAN
NEVER
SLEEPS

in the new April

Spartan Bookstore

TWINNUEDRIVE ifi
fsr

.....

WOMEN1

SuMeei, include masterpieces by such famous artists as
PICASSO
MATISSE
UTRILLO
GASSER
CEZANNE VAN GOGH DEGAS
ROUAULT
RENOIR
BRAQUE
VERMEER GAUGUIN

140114nch size

RIOTS

BEST ACTRESS

-
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A 1.." 41 FOX
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Independents Enter Playoffs Frosh Track
Today; Eight Teams Scrap Records Fall
In Cal Meet

9:30 in
right teanc, ss ill square off today }eels meet the Hustlers
in the first round of other playoff action.
playoffs
aid tonight
I Gus Anderson of the A league
leagues
the indeepndentteam will face the ;Sheiks wound up top
San Jose State’s freshman trackman on the
decide what
champion for the Independent league scoring totem sters didn’t have as tough a meet
fraternity. league
Ipole, as he potted 102 points in with the .California freshmen as
championship.
all -college
!six games, to edge out Howie Rita- was expected. They easily defeated
and
second,
first,
the
seeded in
Igawa of the B league Rumrunners, the Cubs 81-50.
tournament
the
for
aara psitions
1 who scored an even 100.
The Spartababes set two new
Beachcombeis, the Grid- j Other top scorers
sip the
on the inde- school flush records and lost a
,
s,
’
et
.
’
the
and
pendent league were: Jon Winding, third because it was a non-winning
trotters,
league. They face: Newman Nites No. L 97;
Bill Mal- time.
of the A
Saints,
the
and: lett, Hustlers, 98; Jack Baker, InRoger Werne broke the pole
the Rumrunners,
night’s
Newof last
I dependents, 93; Buzz Keivman, vaidt record for the second week
the winner
Delta! Hustlers,
man Niles No. 1 -Lambda
87; and Sam Lindsay, in a row when he vaulted 14-4’4
respectively. The first Lad Manor, 82.
5301110 game,
, to break the It foot record he
mentioned will
Ihad set the week before.
two of the above
Werne actually cleared 14-6 but
The Sheiks will Landis
meet at 8:30 p.m.
CHICAGO (UPII --Judge Kene- his height was disallowed when
p.m. The Ventura Re.,s,,
,.. at 1:13
saw Mountain Landis, baseball’s the wind blew his pole under the
first commissioner, died on Nov. 1 bar*
Mike Gibeau broke his own 880
25, 1944.
mark with ft 1:52.6. Gibeau is gel
sing near the national freshmass
Double Edge Razor Blades
IYecord of 1:49.9 held by Bobby SessFinest Surgical Steel, honed in oil.
man of UCLA.
Full money beck guarantee. 25-30y,
The freshman nine rebiy team
t00-850, 20041.50,500-53 30, 1000 KM Postpaid. Pecked 5 blades to
of Tom Graham Gibean. Larry
package, 20 packages to carton.
Le Fall, and Dwight Silibileton
C.O.D. orders accepted. Postcard
turned in a faster time than the
brings general merchandise cataf4C11001 freshman record Ind lost
*Buy One Delicious 24c -E
log.
the record when (’oil’s team
TAYLOR PRODUCTS CO.
Burger and Get a
17 Overlook Rd.. Chatham, N.J.
nipped them by four-tenths of a
Second One for a
second. The losing time 5% as
Nickel.
3:18.0.
Middleton turned in a terrific
A 48c Value for
17.1 relay lap to pace the frosh. He
only 29c.
also ran in the 220 around thei
ourve to place second to Lloyd I
Murad with a 21.5 clocking. Mural
,esas timed at 21.4.
SEDAN
Murad and Middleton ran oneTwo in the 100 with clockings of
0 SPEED
9.7 and 9.8, respectively.
The Spartababes swept the low
sind high hurdles. Bob Taylor was
SlICE
ss double winner, taking the highs
with a time of 14.8 and the lows in
24.0.
Doug Smith ran second to Taylor In both races. He was timed
E
library)
,’,w
torfoii from
at 15.1 in the highs and 24.6 in
the lows.
1199 SO. FIRST STREET
=
San
and
4th
IIodnanreF
Danny Murphy was a double
CY 2-7587
winner for the Spartababes. winIi) Illilil liii 111111111111111111111
ning the mile with a 4:19 timing
:Ind taking the two-mile with a
’1:55.3 despite blisters on his feet
lzoing into the i’s ’c’.

5’

BURGERS*

SAVE

’54 VW . . $699
85’DESNCV
TODAY&WED.
. . $1199
2 ’60 SPRITE . $999
ONLY
’60 Monza $1899
’61 IMP.
. $2999
. ,

HOLIDAY

Fast Serv Foods

WK
)t1
Street
way)

loll

H PLANET
K WITCH
PLANET

RE
YE IN
Al 1

marpRs

BILL WERT CHEVRON

MYRON

7th and KEYES

SUPREME

I Block North of SPARTAN CITY

6ASOLINE

Coneemietttly bcated

LUBRICATION -MOTOR TUNEUP
WHEEL BALANCING - BRAKE SERVICE
TIRES - BATTERIES - AUTO ACCESSORIES
Discount to Students on Broke Work

f AMPS

fiLD

EARL WILLIAMS

SJS Nine Battles
USF Today; Splits
Weekend Contests

A (let’ splitting two games .yer
the weekend the Spartan baseballera will journey to the University
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111L
= s San Francisco today for a 1 p.m.
= ;same.
Friday night the Spartans
= dropped a 3-1 game to San Fran= eisco’s Gators, and then came hack
E ..zaturrlay afternoon to defeat CasAccounting, Business, Liberal Arts,
Air Force MSC 12-5.
=I
t
=
Social Science, Criminology
The. freshman nine dropped its
Men and Women
= game with the University of
= California fresh 18-8.
F.The fresh meet Del Mar high
INTERNAL REVENUE
school today at 3 p.m. at the SparE
SERVICE
= tan diamond.
Tomorrow the varsity will travel
Fhen openings for trainees in the Federal Career Service at
E in Cal Poly to play a doubleheader
San Francisco and other Northern California locations.
= at 7 p.m.
E
The fresh will go. against the
= :-,anta Clara Fresh tomorrow at 7
Interviews at the Placement Office
T.- p.m. at Washington park.
March 28, 1962
az
Probable starting lineup for
lisishisissiiii)illtilltill11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111FF (’iii poly tonmeeim still fine: Lyman Ashley catching, Rill Lovatell at first. Jim Harper at ,
second, Ted Shuster at short and
s Wayne Maples at third,
’ The fresh will face tough pitch rug (tom the Bronco fresh trminrrow in Nelson Mlles, who struck
out 31 men in 14 innings in high
school, and Leo Roth it’ fmn, 11,1
larmine.
ISJSC Yearboold

JUNE GRADS

Only

411 school days*
left to buy LaTorre!

Greeks
Sports
Independents
Queens
Personalities

otiG

with more color than ever before.
A complete history of Campus life
for 1962.
$

6

YLaoTuocrarne pa in rtchheass teu ydoe un rt $
Affairs Business Office

TH 16

’Unfol delivery dale on Campus

SPARTAN DAM

Tuesday. March 27 1967

Mermen To Compete at Ohio St.
In U.S. Collegiate Championships
Money and permission has been championships but 1110W must cut
allotted the Spartan swimmers to one man from his list,
send a four-man team to the
O’Neill will run a swim -off toNCAA championships at Ohio state s day at 2:30 p.m. to decide on his
next Thursday through Saturday.1four-man team. The five men on
Coach Tom O’Neill had original- I the original list are Bob Wegman.
ly planned to Fend five men to the, Phil Whitten, Bill Bird, Dave Corbel and Steve Skold.
I The medley relay team of Wegman, Bird, Whitten and Corbel
M
has posted a 3:48.6 clocking for
the fastest time this year west of
the Mississippi. This time would
have placed’ the team fifth in last
year’s NCAA meet.

Judo Tea
Bags Second
In State Meet

Johnny Loh Wins
week end Tourney

on the 100 iseestNie knish a :ALI
time. Skold can swim in tooth the
freestyle and the butte’ fly almost
II.’. fa:, a.- the record holders.

O’Neill will double his men in
individual events as well as in the
relay.
Wegman has posted a 2:04.1 time
in the backstoke, a school record
and the fifth best time in the nation this year.
Hint has posted a 2:11.2 clocking in the 200 butterfly, also a
school record.
Whitten holds the school record
in the 200 brea.ststroke with a
2:28.5 timing.
Cocha holds, the 5,r01. ree

The Spartan judo team went to
the finals of the California state
judo championships before being
defeated 27-5 by San Francisco
judo institute Saturday in Spartan
gyms
Coach Yosh Uchida’s team will
MIKE GIBEAU sets a new SJS go to Colorado Swings, Saturday,
freshman’ record of 1:52.6 for for the Intercollegiate championthe 880 in Saturday’s track Meet ships held at the Air Force acadat Berkeley. Gibeau had shared emy.
the old mark of 1:53.9 with
The Spartan A team started
Thelno Knowles. Knowles set the
the evening itv heating the Unimark originally in 1942 and Giversity of California 30-0. Theo
beau equalled it March 3.
I,, the mmi-finals. they defeated
the ton JONI* ISuitit tunIs 17-7.
The San Francisco team beat
I
do ill judo club 37-0 in its first
match. In the semi-finals, it had
a tough time with the SJS B
. team, finally winning 30-17.
Winning tournaments is begin- I In the finals, San Francisco took
ning to he second nature to John-the first points when William Paull
ny Lotz.
I defeated Sanford Alcorn of the.
Sunday the 20-year-old Spartan Spartans on a half-point win.
golfer brought home his second I Lamy Stuefloten of SJS held
trophy in as many weekends, as Pete Van Hester to a draw.
he won the Blossom Festival chamWarren Milkmaid tallied San I
pionship on the La Rineonada dose*, oniv points when he won I
country club course with a 36- a dieision from San Francisco’s
hole total of 134 strokes. He won Kuni Shibe.
the Alameda Commuters tournaThe San Francisco team clinched I
ment for the third time last week -the title when Greg Born threw
end.
’ Dave Sawyer to put the San FranJohn’s Blossom Festival score I cisco team Mimic 17-5.
tied the tournament record set.
In the final match, Jim Jacobs’
in 1953 by Tal Smith and Frank threw the Spartans’ Lee Parr to
Zack.
tally the final 10 points for San;
He shot a 66 Saturday, but Francisco.
competition was still tight going
into Sunday’s action. It wasn’t in
last this way for long. however
John scored nine straight pars (III
the front nine, and birdied the 10t to.
He lost his one up score on the
Gordon Stroud scored a 1-6, 6-4.1
13th bucket, but gained it back
on the 15th and added another on 6-4 comeback victory as the San
Jose State tennis team won its I
the 17th.
John won the Northern Califot- fifth match of the season Friday. I
nia Amateur, the Northern Cali- beating the University of San I
fornia Intercollegiate, and Santa Francisco 7-2.
The Spartans lost one singles,
Clara county championships last
year. This was his first Blossom and one doubles match, but neither ’
without, a struggle. Lee Junta fell
Festival victory in two tries.
three sets,
Sison
in6
to Tony
,6
-,
-4
8
6-1, and Stroud and Bob Burton lost to Sison and Bill Eavis,’
’Li. 6-9.
s illson Judah. Russ Wright, Bob
sosi
Mike Lao’,’,’, tot rk
kdams, and Burton all won their!
and Ron Date a third as the San ! singles malehots in two sets.
Jose State gymnastics team elosed
out its 1962 season placing fifth
in the State College chtunpionship,
at Long Beach state last weel«nsi
Lucero won the side biose competition and Dare was choked as
4.7 seconds for a third place in
the rope climb. Ed Hoffman tied
it.s.fourth place in the parallel

FORMAL
WEAR
First in
for
wear
si cce 1906

0,

001DOK.

SALES - RENTALS
IN

SAN

JOSE

75 SOUTH 2ND
CY 4-2322
Open Thursday until 5-30 per,

SAN FRANCISCO OAKLAND
SACRAMENTO
BERKELEY
SAN IOSE
SAN MATEO PALO ALTO

REDUCED PRICES
(is’

DAYSTROMIHEAT II
,:,,\IPONENT,, AND
STEREO HI-Fl KITS
1)0-It -Yourself Headquarters

United Radio and TN. Supply Co.
1425 W. SAN CARLOS

CY 8-1212
"A

whistle- a wink -and Wildroot
gets her every time"

Spartan Netmen
Whip Dons, 7-2

VS.

Spartan Gymnast
Wins Rope Climb

Oops, We
Made a
Boo -Boo!

YAGER & SILVA

Other Spartans competing wet’,
Frank Johnson, free exercise and
u
t mbling: Charles Allen, t ramps,line, and Dan Landers, rope dims
and rings.

Is Not Located at
78 So. 1st St.
But Can Be Found at

78 So. 4th St.

POWER -KNIT

Frosh Lose Meet

II

New
fTube-Formula,
Wildroote
A.leally Works!

San Jose State’s freshman swimmers completed their 1962 season
with a 54-41 loss to Sunnyvale
high school Saturday. Nick Schoenmann turned in a 22.0 in the 100
Ices’ and is 49.4 in a lap of the freestyle relay.

Grooms
clean as a whistle ...
quick as a wink

Special
Si nicr lta t es
liii ’I

Al’ 11{ I

2 .,111(Iviits
3 !,Iiiilents

sq11.1111
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and an

S1(111.111)

AP1W1111.,\
ITI1lIJ(l.
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Spartan Roil a
Sell ice
483
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- (;) 7-8877
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Only Jockey T-shirts are
Power-Knit to keep their fit
I
’,rt ie m,,,, tailored .. trom the
l’s’,,’, Is
The Jis
I
;unfree’ collar heel slave snug
csalsisive oslia 1,,011.
to the- iNtra long tail that stays tucked in. It
I Annoth
r Knit ,oil h extra top grade combed cotIsse salsa to take the roughest kind of wear a
man ran Aivc it . . and -hit not hag. sag or
I..
stretch out of ellacic
sk11111 4,
the neon’s ’1’. shirt,. I
fit
keep

$150

4

Jockey

POWER-KNIT

rs
a

0111MOOMMIk 4150.4.0. 1111

NEW
NEW
NEW

quiLk-dissok ing tube tormula sorts lasict and
cleaner than ever.
non -greasy tube formula actually disappears in
your hag, leases no white residue on your comb.
long-lasting tube formula keeps your hair in place.
Maybe your girl will muss up your hair, but not
much else will. Give new tube-formula Wildroot
a try. You’ll like it!
0

-

f

rfOnni.
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-3- Job Interviews 4Pegasus Seeks Writers
Tiicsaay March 27, 1I162

Job Interviews will be laid in An Placonsont office, Admin., unless specified
otherwise Appointment lists are put out in advenc of Me interview. Students
SJS creative writing work. La Follette said that either re requested to sign up early.
mielety, ts currently accepting one short story or three poems TOMORROW
’ Campfire Girls Me, will intett’onisecticut Mutual Life Insur- view majors in social science and
memhers, according to adviser may be submitted or a similar
amount
of
writing
in
another
pro-.
assistant
Melvin La Follette,
ance mill intervies majors in bold - recreation for field. district and
form.
tessor of F:nglials.
mess administration and liberal executive directors,
Applications should be clearly arts for sales and sales manageLink Division, tienrral Precision
1.a Follette St ressed that all
Inc. will interview electrical engimarked Pegasus, La Follette said 11),m training programs.
strillentA are eligible to join the
Monthly meetings are held at
Ineers who hold either a ILS. or
uito and must only demonstrate
M.S.
members houses, and before each
Psychologist
To
:,n ability and interest in creative
Tell
meeting the group publishes a
writing.
Factory Mutual Engineering dlmagazine, ’The Golden Bridle . - Brain Damage Effects
To apply for membership. La
,imection of brain I vision will interview all engineercontaining
writings
by
members
Follette said interested students
,
,midren will be dis- ing majors for industrial consultwhich wlil be discussed at the
should submit their name and colcussed by Dr. Robert W. Zaslow, ant positions.
meeting.
lege standing to the English deInternal Revenue service will inThe writing society takes its assistant professor of psychology,
partment office in the Faculty
name from the fabled horse of tomorrow at 8 p.m. in cafeteria terview majors in accounting, bus’,
Office building.
ness and liberal arts positions as
Greek mythology that caused the rooms A and B.
Speaking on "Assessment of auditors, internal revenue agents
Ako required with the applica- inspiring Fountain of the Muses
Brain Damage to Children," Dr. and revenue officers.
:ir of the student’s To flow front Mt. Helium
t
Zaslow will address the Speech
The California Packing corp.
and Hearing club’s monthly meet- will interview majors in marketing
IT MEANS MONEY IN YOUR POCKET TO READ
ing, which is open to interested and sales
persons.
THIS CAREFULLY
’The psychology professor has THURSDAY
POPULAR MECHANICS
..EoliSIL OF LONG LIFE
The ILLS. Geological survey will
S1
’2"
conducted studies in the field of
up 1,2451
50 r,s. 1,1 IT5r
u,
interview majors in civil engineers
SQUARE DANCING
THE ETERNAL SEARCH
brain
damage
to
children
and
has
($10)
35.981
L-.
P-04-,^Ir
developed a test and monograph ing for their topographic division
SCULPTURES OF PICASSO
TREASURY OF PHIslISOS598
The CalUornbs State Personnei
’4"
200 photos 11101
used to help detect such injuries.
4N 840M ATLANTA 5391
board Kill interview majors a.
THOSE WONDERFUL OLD
(0951
AUTOS SOO
electrical engineering.
saT LIFE WITH BUFFALO
Si 00
DiCTiONARY OF MOEIETTN,L,.. Sr.
The I n s ii ranee Company of
RILL 300 pus. Inus 1541
CHESS it
HOLLYWOOD (UPI I. Writer- North America mill interview matravel. biography, children’s books,
Hundreds more to select from
director Richard Brooks, who won jors in business or liberal arts for
religion, music art, etc. See Moro nee books at bargain prices now, at San Jose
Book Shop Cons. early for good choice( If you want a book. ANY book an Academy Award for his screen positions as underwriters, special
ask about it-chances re we can give you immediate information as to price
play of "Elmer Gantry," has sign- agents, claims adjusters and safety
exact title, and availability. If er don’t have it, we can get it for you promptly
ed a multiple-picture contract with engineers.
Best
Seller
Open ’Ill
Columbia Pictures. Brooks just
Reprints
The Douglas Aircraft to., Inc.,
9’00 p.m.
completed "Sweet Bird of Youth,"
For Less
Thursday
CY 38613
starring Paul Newman. He also will interview majors in aeronauwrote and directed "Cat on a Hot tics, chemistry, civil, general, melisitsren 3rd and
Fe
E
Tin Roof" and "Blackboard Jun- chanical, chemical and metallurgical engineering, physics and
gle."
mathematics.
Campbell High School district
Camel To Rescue
(Santa Clara county I will interCome and
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) A camel view teacher candidates for
posimay have saved the life of actor tions as high school teachers.
Peter O’Toole while he was filmRedondo Beach Elementary dising "Lawrence of Arabia." The trkt i Los Angeles county I will inBest Dinners at the
camels of the Jordan Desert Pa- terview prospective elementary
trol are trained to protect their school tenvhers.
Lowest Prices
riders. When O’Toole was thrown
Chicken
1 wn one of these camels into the
path of 500 Arab horsemen, the
$1.25
Dinner
Leave:
animal stood over O’Toole and
Special Steak
June 20, 1962
prevented the horses from trampl$1.10
Dinner
ing him.
San Francisco- London

Brooks To Columbia

ge_c7

$1.49

Top Sirloin Dinner

STEAK HOUSE
IARCHIE’S
545 SO.

Dormitories Open Dr. Feldman To Attend
To Summer SJSers;
Signups in Adm266 Summer Math Confab
Reservations for residence hall
accomodations during the summer
session are now available in the
Housing office, Adm266.
Housing Co-ordinator Robert L.
Baron stated that single and
double rooms will be offered 11111’
dents enrolled in one or more
summer units on a first come, first
served basis.
Residence hall summer licenses
will not include meals. Residents
will be free to eat at the Spartan
cafeteria or elsewhere.
Six -week session residence fees
will be $57 (sin gle roomm I and $45
(double room). Four-week session
residence fees will be $38 (single
room) and $30 (double room I. A
$20 security deposit must
company all rent payments.

Tick. -is are firm cm sale Tor he
annual senior-junior sponsored
dance in the Student Affairs business office. TH16. Cost per couple
Is $2.
This year’s theme is "Twlight on
the Terrace." It will be held April
7 in the Terrace Room of the Fairmont hotel in San Francisco from
9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Dick Rinehart’s band will provide the music for the event.
The dance is open to the entire
student body and not limited to
juniors and seniors.

TODAY
Extramural sports, tennis, courts
on S. 10th at.. 4 p.m.
MN!
Pistol team, meeting, 220 N.
Second st., 2:30-4:30 p.m.
Women’s Recreation assn., tumbling, WG21. 9:10 p.m.; bowling.
WG patio, 4:15 p.m.; fencing, WC..
22, 4:30 p.m.: basketball, WG23,
7 p.m.
Christian Science organization.
meeting, Memorial Chapel, 7:30
p.m.
Wesley foundation. noon luncheon, St. Paul’s church. 10th and
92+ Octane Reg. - 100+ Octane Ethyl
San Salvador, 12:30 p.m.
Society for Advancement of
Examples of year-around oil prices:
Management, first tour of semester, Falstaff brewery, 7 p.m.
Shell X -I00, Triton, Veedol,
TOMORROW
Havoline, Valvoline, Richlube .... qt. can 380
Society for Advancement of
qt. can 500
Castrol
Management, meeting, Garden
City Hof lit-au, 6:30 p.m.
qt. 190
100% Eastern Bulk
Extramural sports, badminton,
$1.29
2 -Gal. Sealed Can, 100% Eastern
Wt123, 4:30: synchronized swim224
Cigarettes
ming. Women’s pool, 7 p.m.
Sophomore class, planning for
pll’IlIC tor orphans. S164, 330 p.m.
Spanish club, panel discussion on
experiences abroad, International
4/h & Williams
- 6th & Keys - 10th & Taylor
Student center, 285, S. Market,
7.30 p.m.
Pistol team, meeting, 220 N.
Second, 2:30-4:30 p.m.
Newman club, initiation of new
members, St. Patrick’s church,
Summer rates now on -ev....... house. 2 Ninth and Santa Clara at., 7 p.m.
CLASSIFIED RATES:
Wesley foundation, Lenten med8 3 bedrocms. See Mgr., 426 So. 6)h.
25c a line first insertion
AD.. #7. CY 4 0662 yr CV 7-9344.
itation, St. Paul’s church, 10th and
20c a lin succeeding insertion’
san Salvador sts., 5 p.m
Fur. Apts. for on.,, large rooms.
2 line minimum
just reducod. Swim pool. 686 5.
CV 3-8864.
TO PLACE AN AD:

DISCOUNT
per
2c & 3c gal.

Dr. Feldmannt expect, 1,, bnn
back significa
inforrna tI
trend% in math educanah. dbott
ilia nth.
jor activity dUriia,
Ihsli1110
Ii
w.tlil
Ix’l’SPeCiallYeil
Hrlided
to algebraic structure.
1)r. reldrna n
forthcoming NSF
Institute at SJS
the full-time stud,
suuk
high school math rerch.rs
(twine
the 1962-63 school

At the Ilowdoin institute: special
consideration will be given to colDark spots on wood noon
lege instluctors who will work
tag,
with future math teachers, accord- spilled ink, liquor, fruit juke,
and other liquids ran Is’
ing to Dr. Feldman.
Washed
Approximately 95 instructors away with household vine
from many parts of the country Wipe dry and retxsit severd Our
if necessary.
are expected to participate.

THREE

Tickets Available
For Jr.-Sr. Dance

Program. for American Coll.,.
OFFERED BY STUDENT ZIONIST ORISA \l/ \ 1111\
AWSPI" American Work Study Program in 1.rael

Jewish Cultural

WORK
STI,D1
KIBBUTZ
A
ON
ths or longer
Departure

LIVE
For t.

7 WEEKS OF
TOURS - SEMINARS

KIBBUTZ LIFE
June 27 thru August 14, 1962
Total Cost $850.011

r

Sept. 3. Mit

.

TOTAL COST $795.00

Summer
2 **Isl.-Israel
Institute

REPEATERS
MIAMI, Fla. (UPI) - Jockeys
Bill Hartack and Ted Atkinson
each won the riding title at Hialeah Park four times.

At the I.:0111Tc .1ccrctlitril
CO "LUJAN". 111.13111FA Inst.

‘A)EAK 1111111A
IN I St \11111{
July 14 thru Attpre4 ITt, 1962

Total Caat s.:97i.oli
------ s
Clip and mail to:
Ill. 2-1234
1,01"111 DEPT., American Zionist Council,
, 515 PARK .AVE., N.Y. 22, N.Y.
) 151; 3 ( 4,.1
2
ine
)tArestse41.2117:
w
V.,4: 1 i

N11/13e.
Address

Age
--

FLY DC -70

Return:

EUROPE

Spartaguide

2nd :-.11-ret

Dr. Leonard Feldman, assistarit
professor of mathematics, has been
invited to participate in the 1962
Bowdon) college Summer Institute
for College Instructors of Mathematics Teachers, Brunxv,ick, Ma.
The National Science foundation
supports this institute as part of
its nation-wide program for high
school and college teachers of science. mathematics and engineer-

August 27, 1962
Paris- San Francisco

$399.00 Round Trip
tax includd

DICK DURLING

MOSHE BEN -ELI

Cali:

CY 5-8574

CY 5-2520

CY 4-7346

k"Y

LUCKY STRIKE
presents:

NIERS

i:- zrz!t4ti " O. K. , girls. When they
Ireach the third floor, we
. let go with the fire hose."

"SPRING MADNESS"

You guys go wherever you want.
I’m going where the girls are.’’

package

PURITAN OIL CO.

CLASSIFIEDS

Call at Studnt Affairs OfficeRoom 16, Tower Hell, or
Send in Handy Order Rank
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders
FOR SAL*

WANTED
Pernik, to sham opt. with to() .70
$38 mo. CY 5-4106 408 So. 5th d.
Wanted: I or 2 men to share
ern ap‘. CY 2.6933.

ALLADIN TRAVEL

Now Taking Reservations
16r the tollowtng

MISCILLAINOIIS
Plymouth 48 4.dr. sedan. Good tires
Hey 411as-quality home made rn,.
. S95 EL 6 1017
P.diculous prices. CY 7.5797.
ds elag 1950
year
pule^.
SIIIVICIS
Jens. (00

s’ SUNRISE TOUR TO HAWAII-July 13
9 day tour $272. Personally conducted by Jules of ALLADIN TRAVEL
--with 7 day extension tour to
TAHITI (optional).

Will do typing in my hcme.
CY 4.1313
1953 Chevrolet sports coupe, RAH. new
Call EL 6Getting Married? Need A Profess
; ’4)
Photographer? Sr. is 15.r:roved .0 cf
Girls’ approved opt. centred. II tit St. sensational deal up to June 3, to F.
finance college erpensers. 7 yrs. esp.,
Reduced
$00 I.Port f’e CY 3-9814.
ering about 600 weddings. lest tim,
’60 Vespa scoot*, ISO. $200. Call Harlan call for mot is eft. 9:00 p.m. Mon. ’
Lawson. CY 4-8741, Allen Hall, after Thurs. This is on o first -come b ’3 p.",.
CY 3-1713.

1/ ARCTIC ALASKA TOURS
V LAUGHLIN ALASKAN TOURS
y BOAC HERITAGE TOURS to Europe
I/ LE BEAU’S personally conducted
tours of the Caribbean.
if Tula’s personally conducted tours
to scenic areas in U.S.A.

Slingerland whit* pearl drums, cymbals, Typing-Theses, Term papers, Report.
$250 CY 5.8462
etc. CY 3-0209.
Aluminum sliding windows MGA 144.
PIRSONALS
$90 or best offer. Stock
tACA , rlows $60 new $40 or best of- Superfluous hair removed permaneNeu-0511s R.E. 210 So. 1st. CY 44499
Phcce CL 9-0404 after 4:30.
HELP WANTED
1958 Vane scooter. Contact Sot. Dell
(Ai-ROTC Bldg. R ). Phone BA 5.1920. Warded for Day Comp, June 25 thro
Aug. 3: I Swimming instructor, I Rio
RENTALS
instructor, 1 Boys counsellor and 1 G.
Modern studio apartment $80. CY ft counsellor. Cell 356-6116 bahveten 9.4
"
2 bey’ pod tines work
$22.50 mo. Orintal SJS student. Kit. & or eve. Phone CY 7 54
for appointment, Ask 1
,usti,
Bon, CY 2-1327,

’’When I was a freshman, the seniors won.
When I was a sophomore. the seniors won.
When I was a junior, the seniors W011.
Now this."

173 S. lot St. CY 2-0302

- Also -

VINV/81..
1110.8114

TRANSPORTATION ONLY
European Rail Passes.
let Alt Travel everywhere.

Coast to Coast Trailways Busses with
hostess & complimentary snacks en
r oute.

woramtees"161.111111111K

*so.

GRAY LINE TOURS U.S.A., Canada,
Mexico.

Low Fare Airlines to East and to
NOVI

AMR*.

e..e/Atir:

GO NEAR THE WATER. Spring is the time when students start thinking about
water fun. We say: Splash up a storm. Have a lark. But please be careful. Each,
year, a few careless students get water on their Luckies. Imagine their remorse.
Imagine yours if you were to spoil a Lucky -that great cigarette that college
students smoke more of than any other regular. So have a swell time at your
favorite watering hole this spring. And keep your Luckies dry.

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some taste for a change!
Produd of LIZ ..-/ntsui..,an 26.9acce-C.::rervi -..c.i;Krizvo. iu our ’nadir nann:

